The Effect of DLP™ White Channel Enhancement on Perceptual Gamut
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Psychophysical Test Verification

- 27 expert judges scaled five (5) images for
  - Lightness and Chroma Contrast
  - Brightness and Colorfulness

in both Photographic Mode and Presentation Modes

- 8 foot wide screen in the Grum Learning Center (MCSL)
- Dark surround
- 23” Sony Monitor as a reference or anchor
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Conclusions

- The effect of white channel enhancement
  - reduces perceptual gamut volume in Chroma and Colorfulness
  - is predicted amazingly well by CIECAM02 by an INCREASE in white point adaptation
- White point adaptation seems to be a powerful perceptual tool …
So what if we push the White Point down (instead of up)?

The MacAdam Limits
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